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Typical situation

Loss data is left censored, i.e. loss info is missing (or 
incomplete) below a certain threshold

• Policies with deductibles

• Excess of loss reinsurance



The easy case

Loss size distribution has scale parameter, e.g.

• Exponential: P(X>x) = e-x/µ

• American Pareto: P(X>x) = (s/s+x)α

Fit losses of each year separately and regard the 
scale parameter – it has the same inflation as the 
losses



A nasty case

• European Pareto(tail):  P(X>x | X>s) = (s/x)α

s is a model limit, not a parameter: For x ≥ d ≥ s 

P(X>x | X>d) = (s/x)α / (s/d)α = (d/x)α

All tails  X | X>d with d ≥ s are also Pareto with the 
sameα, whatever the original s



A nasty case (ctd.)

After inflation (factor g) we have 

P(gX>x | gX>gs) = (gs/x)α

with other model limit but same alpha

For x ≥ d ≥ gs we get as before

P(gX>x | gX>d) = (d/x)α

The tail distribution xs d is unaffected by inflation!



Conclusion

If we only look at the shape of the tail we 
might not detect inflation.



Classical Workaround

Inflation increases frequency at fixed threshold, so 
inflation can be inferred indirectly by regarding
the ratio:

P(gX>d) / P(X>d) = (1-F(d/g)) / (1-F(d))

Question: How robust is this if the loss size 
distribution is estimated from rather few data?



Alternative Workaround ?

Percentage threshold instead of fixed money amount:

Regard the biggest say 100 losses(if volume 
changes vary the number of losses 
proportionately)

Question: Is this more or less robust than the former
approach?



Fundamental Problem

Both workarounds fail if there is a frequency trend 
apart from inflation, or an unknown change in the 
volume of the risk.

Note that most risk volumes are strictly speaking
unknown: they depend themselves (somehow) on 
the claims inflation



Feedback welcome

• comments

• suggestions / hints

• useful theories / literature

Please let me know

Thanks in advance

michael_fackler@web.de


